
Commonly Asked Questions About Our Health Insurance Program 
 

What is a partially self funded insurance program? 
 
There are three basic plans to fund health insurance programs: fully funded, self funded, and partially 
self funded.   
 

 A fully funded insurance plan is what most of us consider an insurance company, such as Blue 
Cross.  A business pays a specific premium to an insurance company, who in turn, manages the 
entire health insurance program.  The insurance company accepts all liability and responsibility 
to the covered lives.  The insurance company will either benefit from a healthy year or accept 
the loss due to expensive claims.  Of course, the health insurance company will eventually raise 
premiums to cover any previous or potential revenue loss. 

 A self funded insurance plan is on the opposite end of health insurance spectrum.  A business 
accepts all financial liability and responsibility associated with running a health insurance 
program.  Someone on staff reviews every medical charge to determine if the medical provider 
is charging the correct amount for that specific issue.  The business estimates the potential 
annual costs for the health insurance program and pays itself the appropriate premium to cover 
the estimated costs.  Typically, only large companies have the man power and financial stability 
to have a self funded insurance plan. 

 We have a partially self funded plan.  As you can guess, we do not have the expertise or staff to 
run our own health insurance program.  Instead, we hire a third party administrator to run our 
health insurance program.  Benefit Management Inc (BMI) is our third party administrator who 
reviews medical charges to determine if they are necessary and customary, fulfill the specific 
requirements of our health insurance plan, and adhere to the predetermined financial discounts 
assigned to each medical code.  As with the self funded plan, we estimate the potential health 
insurance costs and pay ourselves the premiums.  The district assumes all liability and 
responsibility associated with budgeting enough in premiums to pay the bills submitted to us by 
BMI.   

 
Who is Benefit Management Inc (BMI)? 

 
As stated in the partially self funded description, BMI acts as our third party administrator of our health 
insurance program.  All medical bills related to R-9 covered lives are sent to BMI to determine if the 
charges are necessary and customary, fulfill the specific requirements of our health insurance plan, and 
adhere to the predetermined financial discounts assigned to each medical code.  The review process 
might seem slow at times but BMI must review every detail of every claim to determine the validity of 
the charge.  You will receive an Explanations of Benefits (EOB) soon after the review process is 
completed.  BMI will submit a payment request to the district associated with the approved charges.  
Once determined the payment request is accurate, the district will pay the doctors/hospitals.  BMI is not 
our insurance company.  We are the insurance company.  BMI helps the district administer our health 
insurance program according to our plan document.   
 

What is the Tri-State Health Coalition? 
 
The Coalition is a consortium of local businesses and schools with partially self funded insurance 
programs using the power of numbers to gain a financial advantage associated with medical costs.  With 
over 4,500 covered lives, the Coalition is one of the largest single insurance groups in our area.  The 
Coalition contracting committee secured a discount program through Mercy based on specific charges 
associated with each medical code.   The district received approximately 61% discount off original 
hospital charges through the Coalition contract.  Freeman Hospital and affiliated doctors are not 
included in the Tri-State Health Coalition contract. 


